Eating Around PCU
PCU Food Guide
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This series of walks through some of the many Prague city parks has been designed
to not only create a safe environment for fun and relaxation, but to also introduce
you to some spaces in Prague that you can easily return to on your own when you need
a break. Remember, it is very important to get away from your screens and stretch
your legs in some fresh air. Most of these parks also have establishments that offer
beverages and some food as well.

CZECH CUISINE

Vinohradská tělocvična
Affordable food with a terrace, located in the
one of the most beautiful parks in the city
and at the doorstep of PCU. Daily lunch menu
(soup + main course) is under 150 Kč.
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10 % discount for PCU students
Polská 1, Praha 2
www.vinohradskatelocvicna.cz
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Hajnovka
High quality Czech and international meals
and excellent daily lunch menu (soup + main
course) is under 180 Kč.
Vinohradská 25, Praha 2
www.hajnovka.cz/en

CZECH CUISINE
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Celebrity Café
Simple and comfortable cafe/restaurant in
the locality. The daily lunch menu (soup +
main course) is between 190 - 230 Kč.
Vinohradská 40, Praha 2
www.celebritycafe.cz

Vinohradský Parlament
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Traditional Czech food in a gourmand style
that offers a reasonably priced daily lunch
menu.
Korunní 1, Praha 2
www.vinohradskyparlament.cz

5

Cafe Faux Pas
Breakfasts, sweets plus a daily lunch menu
(soup + main course) for around 160 Kč.
Vinohradská 25, Praha 2
www.cafe-fauxpas.cz

INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
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Las Adelitas
The only place to go for authentic Mexican
food at attractive prices. Fun Fact: There are
three Las Adelitas restaurants in Prague, all
are owned and operated by a PCU graduate!
10 % discount for PCU students
Lucemburská 6, Praha 3
www.lasadelitas.cz

Indická restaurace Everest
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Quality indian cuisine with a daily lunch menu
between amazing 105 - 145 Kč.
Anny Letenské 1235, Praha 2
www.restauraceeverest.cz
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Tomo
Tasty Japanese and Korean cuisine just
around the corner from PCU offering a daily
lunch menu between 139 - 219 Kč.
Mánesova 35, Praha 2
www.restauracetomo.com/obedove-menu

INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
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Lal Qila
Quality indian cuisine that offers an all you
can eat lunch buffet for 150 Kč.
Italská 30, Praha 2
www.lalqila.cz

Dhaba Beas
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Dhaba Beas is a chain of vegetarian and
vegan buffet restaurants in Prague based
mainly on traditional Indian, Thai, Vietnamese,
and Czech cuisine. They charge 22.90 Kč per
100g.
Bělehradská 569, Praha 2
www.dhababeas.cz/en
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Pho Family
A friendly local restaurant where you can
sample other types of Vietnamese cuisine
outside of the traditional pho soups that are
so ubiquitous
in Prague.
Slezská 11, Praha 2
www.facebook.com/PhoFamily

INTERNATIONAL CUISINE
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Bowl & Tonic
This restaurant has a fresh interior and in
summer has a nice outdoor patio where they
grill meat and fish. Their specialities are fresh
poke bowls, gin and tonic cocktails plus they
offer delicious breakfast brunches on the
weekend.
Slavíkova 15, Praha 2
www.bowlandtonic.cz/en

The Tavern
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American burgers and cocktails opposite the
park with American style breakfast brunches
on the weekend.
Chopinova 26, Praha 2
www.thetavern.cz

14

Amuni
This restaurant serves some of the best
pizza and pasta in Prague and is conveniently
close to PCU. Lunch menu between 140 - 170
Kč.
Vinohradská 83, Praha 2
www.amunipraha.cz

UPSCALE
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Dish
A contemporary upscale burger joint. Can
compete with some of the best in the world.
Reservation strongly recommended.
Římská 29, Praha 2
www.dish.cz

Bruxx
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Belgian restaurant serving mussels,
chocolate and Belgium beer more than 30
international brands of beers.
Náměstí Míru 9, Praha 2
www.bruxx.cz/en
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Aromi
Fine dining in lush surroundings, Aromi serves
Italian cuisine and specialises in seafood.
Náměstí Míru 6, Praha 2
www.aromi.cz/en

CAFÉS, SWEETS AND SANDWICHES
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Cafedu
A popular student cafe and place to study
close to PCU. It has a quiet study room that
is open 24/7!
Škrétova 490/12, Praha 2
www.cafedu.cz

Kaaba Cafe
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A stylish 1960s retro vibe and one of the best
cafes for coffee, light snacks, and a great
place to meet people.
Mánesova 20, Praha 2
www.kaaba.cz
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Oko Bistro
Just up the road from PCU and opposite
the park so a popular spot for dogs and
their owners. Oko serves breakfast all day,
international food and free trade coffee.
There is also a quiet space
for study.
10 % discount when you show a valid PCU
student card.
Chopinova 6, Praha 2
www.aromi.cz/en

CAFÉS, SWEETS AND SANDWICHES
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La Boheme Café
Opulent style café, serving La Boheme coffee
and Harney’s tea.
Sázavská 32, Praha 2
www.facebook.com/labohemecafepraha

Mezi srnky
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Cozy and unique, as if visiting your friends
in their kitchen or living room. Open from
early every day, with simple and special new
menus.
Sázavská 19, Praha 2
www.cafemezisrnky.cz
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Monolok
Spacious, modern, quality cafe for meetings,
breakfasts or working sessions.
Moravská 18, Praha 2
www.monolok.cz

Cafés, sweets and sandwiches
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Moje Matchárna
Cute and cozy cafe specialising in hot and
cold Macha drinks and sweets just around
the corner from PCU. Also a great spot to
study in between classes and you can even
book a relaxing massage.
1 + 1 drink for PCU students!
Mánesova 47, Praha 2
www.matcharna.mojemaserna.cz/

Sweet & Pepper Days
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Fresh and contemporary breakfasts and
lunches along with excellent coffee. This
place has indoor and outdoor seating but is
popular and service can be slow.
Anglická 19, Praha 2
www.sweetandpepperdays.cz

26

The Miners
This minimalist style cafe takes their coffee
seriously as they roast their own beans,
serve all day breakfasts and is just a walk
up from PCU on the corner of Polska and
Slavikova streets.
Slavíkova 18, Praha 2
www.theminers.eu
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Polska Campus

facebook.com/praguecityuniversity

Polská 10, Praha 2 — Vinohrady, 120 00
Czech Republic

linkedin.praguecityuniversity.cz

Bishopʼs Court
Campus
Biskupský dvůr 6, Praha 1, 110 00
Czech Republic

Pragovka
Campus
Kolbenova 923/34a, Praha 9, 190 00
Czech Republic

info@praguecityuniversity.cz
(+420) 222 101 020

flickr.com/praguecollege

twitter.com/praguecityuni

@praguecityuniversity #praguecityuniversity

youtube.com/praguecityuniversity

